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一、中文摘要 

 隨著半導體製程進步，元件尺寸縮小，積體電路可以操作在更高的頻率而達到

更好的效能。但操作頻率越高，消耗的功率越大。尺寸縮小還會造成漏電流增加。所以

現今的積體電路都有功率消耗太高的煩惱。功率消耗的問題不僅僅是會影響到用電池驅

動的產品，也會影響到一般的產品的上市所需時間、成本、和可靠度。一個可行的作法

是將供應給 IC 的電壓降低，可是降低電壓的同時，電路的延遲時間會加長。故要壓低

IC 的消耗功率又不影響操作速度是個不容易解決的挑戰。CVS 叢聚型電壓調降)是一種

可以達成這個目標的做法。這種以 CVS 為基礎的省電方法已經研究了好幾年。相關的雙

供應電壓佈局方式，譬如說一行一行的排法，已經被實際應用，並且證明了是可行的方

式。因此這一年我們計劃以結合叢聚型電壓調降及電壓佈局方式，加上快速的電路時序

分析，進一步形成電壓島，以在平面規劃與放置階段達到低功率消耗，同時顧及電源供

應之繞線效應。 

 
關鍵字：供給電壓、叢聚型電壓調降、雙供應電壓、電壓島 

 
英文摘要Abstract 

 As the semiconductor technology advances, integrated circuits can operate at higher 

frequencies and achieve higher performance. However, higher operating frequency spends more 

power. Scaling-down also causes larger leakage current. So the recent high speed ICs suffer from 

power consumption problems. These problems not only influence the designs for battery powered 

applications, but also affect the ordinary designs in terms of time to market, cost, and reliability. 
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One possible way to reduce the IC power is lowering the supply voltage. However, as the supply 

voltage is lowered, the circuit delay time increases. Therefore it is a great challenge to reduce IC 

power consumption while maintain high performance. CVS (Clustering Voltage Scaling) is one of 

the possible solutions to achieve this target. Methods based on CVS for saving power have been 

studied for years. Relevant dual-supply-voltage layout schemes, such as row-by-row power 

scheme, had been applied and proved as practical ways. In this year, we plan to develop the 

methodology to combine CVS and dual-supply-voltage layout schemes, in addition to efficient 

static timing analysis, trying to further form voltage islands and lower power dissipation in 

current designs with care on power routing. 

 
Keywords: Supply voltage, CVS, dual-supply-voltage, voltage islands 
 
二、計畫的緣由與研究目的(Background and Objective) 
 

1. Background 

 CVS (Clustering Voltage Scaling)[1], was one of the most widely adopted methodology for 

dual VDD low power designs. Many researches ([2][3][5-9]) afterwards explored possible 

improvements based on this idea. Different from voltage island schemes [10], these dual-VDD 

approaches reduce power by utilizing excessive slack in the circuits within the same functional 

block. Each functional block was powered by two voltage levels at the same time, and works with 

the same clocking rate but consumes less power. Nevertheless, additional interface circuits 

([11][12]) are require to raise the signal voltage level from VDDL to VDDH. These circuits are 

usually largely compared with standard logic cells. As a result, they form manifest overhead on 

core area. Controlling the number of these level shifters is one of the critical points of the 

optimization process. 

 Power routability is another torment to dual VDD circuit designer. VDDH and VDDL nets 

must be separated with special care. To prevent area penalty due to the necessary gap between the 

N-wells connected to VDDH and VDDL, we should choose back-to-back row-based layout 

scheme for the standard cell design. In addition, the total cell area ratio between VDDH and 
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VDDL plays a key role of the optimality issue. Poor balance of this ratio would result in poor 

quality of the optimization. Unfortunately, such ratio strongly depends on the timing constraints 

and circuit topology of the design, which varies from design to design.  

 Dual threshold voltage is another solution for low power design [13-19]. But it suffers from 

process variation problems. So that dual-threshold-voltage seems not to be a suitable solution for 

standard cell designs. [1-4] are some of the methodologies apply dual-VDD solution. Such 

methods, however, introduce either power routing difficulty or much area/wire-length overhead. 

Furthermore, there are problems of consistency in timing analysis with these methods. We tried 

to solve these problems. 

 

2. Objective 

 Given an original standard cell design with single power supply, we want to obtain a 

solution to reduce the power consumption with dual supply voltage. Under the same timing 

restriction, we will find a dual-VDD version for the given design with lower power and good 

routabilty. 

 

三、文獻探討 (Survey on existing literatures) 

1. Clustering Voltage Scaling 

Reference [2] provided Extend CVS (ECVS) algorithm based on the original Clustered Voltage 

Scaling (CVS) [1] algorithm, as shown in Figure 1. 



 

Figure 1. Extended Clustered Voltage Scaling Scheme [2] 

  

 First, the VDDL cluster grows from the rear flip-flops backward to the inner region. Until no 

more cells adjacent to the VDDL cluster can be merged, it stops to grow. Then a second VDDL 

cluster grows from the front flip-flops forward to the inner region. Similarly, it stops to grow if 

no more cells can be merged into this cluster. 

 

2. Layout Scheme 

(a). Existing approach [3] applied “Row-by-Row Power Scheme (RRPS)” to place cells with 

proper power supply, as shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Row-by-Row Power Scheme [3] 

 The cells are firstly assigned with supply voltage level by ECVS and then placed by a 

min-cut placer. The voltage level assigned to each row is determined by the larger part of cells 

placed on it, as shown in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3. Generation of Row-by-Row Power Scheme [3] 

 This scheme would sacrifice much total wire-length, especially the ratio of the number of 

VDDH rows to VDDL rows is far from balance. The algorithm flow is as follows. 
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(b). [4] provided another layout scheme as shown in Figure 4. 

(CVS) Net list with multiple supply voltage 

Min-cut placement 

 

Figure 4. Dual Supply Voltage Layout Scheme [4] 

 Cells were swapped with Simulated Annealing algorithm to achieve lower wire-length 

penalty. The wire-length and core size are increased by about 10% relative to traditional SA using 

single supply voltage. This power scheme, using separated row, is supposed to be better than the 

above one (RRPS). 

 Both of the above two power schemes suffer another problem: the fan-out load of each cell 

Assign supply voltage to each row

without considering supply voltage 

Min-cut placement 
considering multiple supply voltage 

(MWL placement)

(Power Scheme

 generation) 

(MWL placement
with site 

constraints) 



is inconsistent with CVS. Timing violation may occur due to this inconsistence. Some extra 

process such as gate re-sizing or buffer insertion is necessary. These extra processes, however, 

may induce cell overlapping and cause problem in algorithm closure.  

 

四、研究方法 (Proposed method) 

Main algorithm: 

Step1: To achieve shorter overall wire-length, we first place the cells with traditional minimum 

 wire-length placer before applying CVS. 

Step2: Apply CVS after the first placement. The result is consistent with actually wire-loading. 

 At the same time, simultaneously perform power supply scheming so that the power scheme 

 and CVS are consistent with each other. 

Step3: Re-place the cell with site constraints determined by the power scheme generated in step2. 

 

The new algorithm flow is: 

 

Min-cut placement 
without considering supply voltage (MWL placement)
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Simultaneously generated voltage cluster and 
power scheme 

Min-cut placement 
 with site constraints 

(CVS/ 
Power Scheme 
 generation) 

(MWL placement
with site 

constraints) 
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五、結論與討論(Conclusion and Discussion) 

 We have described a new methodology for dual-VDD low power design and it is an 

enhanced version from last year’s result. Our method can reduce the power dissipation with good 

power routability and proper wire-length. The amount of power-saving depends on the netlist 

topology and the given timing constraints, ranging from 5% to 40%.  

 

六、研究方向 (Future work) 

 Switching activity is an important factor in analyzing power dissipation. Many researches 

explore new methods to save power consumption through scheduling for low power or shutting 

down the circuit parts into sleep mode. Once we can apply the switching activity factor into 

optimization analysis, the optimality is more ensured. We can also plan for better power schemes 

considering current density on power rails or chip power density. Moreover, the information 

about switching activity can also help for analyzing glitches, which is an important source of 

dynamic power consumption. Our future work lies at integrating the switching activity factor into 

power optimization to reduce the dynamic power consumption by reducing glitches. 
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